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Key Points


High Performance Computing (HPC) is developing at great pace.



HPC exists at the cutting edge of computer and communications technology.



Recent development in HPC are making the technology cheaper and much more accessible for
smaller business.
o

‘Cluster’ designs of computer systems now make ‘supercomputing’ possible at
much lower cost – making use of ‘off-the-shelf’ computer components.



There are numerous examples of the successful application of HPC in business. Examples have
been documented in:



o

Understanding complex real-world systems (such as weather forecasts)

o

Understanding other complex systems (such as financial forecasts)

o

Working with high-end graphics and animations (such as 3D ‘walkthroughs’)

o

Computational Mechanics (such as the use of computers for product design)

Local (Western Sydney) industry shows very positive attitudes to the use of technology in their
business and strong interest in ‘modelling, ‘simulation’ and ‘visualisation’ aspects of HPC.



The design of the Penrith HPC Node has taken account of trends in computer design. The final
Penrith Node system will be based on ‘cluster’ design, incorporating an advanced visualisation
element.



Through investigation of local business interests 6 case study applications of HPC have been
identified:
o

NSW Rural Fire Service (bush fire modelling)

o

Sydney Catchment Authority (water demand modelling)

o

Animated Biomedical Productions (graphics rendering/animation)

o

Nepean Hospital Natal Intensive Care Unit (lung structure modelling)

o

Penrith Lakes Development Corporation (visualisation of housing development)

o Fort Dodge Pharmaceuticals (modelling of the manufacturing process)

©
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Introduction
The Penrith HPC Node is one of 4 ‘regional

The Research Project

access nodes’ to a central supercomputing
This document is a summary report drawn

facility at ac3 (Australian Centre for Advanced

from the full research report entitled,

Computing and Communications) in Redfern,

“Transforming Penrith’s High Performance

Sydney. The ac3 facility is part of the APAC

Computing

network – a national network of ‘centres of

Precinct”.

Node

into

an

Innovation

The 12 month research project

excellence’ in advanced computing.

The

which this describes was originally funded by

relationship between the Penrith Node, the

the Federal Department of Workplace

ac3 facility and APAC is shown in Figure 1.

Relations and Small Business (responsibility
subsequently transferred to the Department of

It has always been the intention that the

Transport and Regional Services, DOTARS)

Penrith

and conducted by the Centre for Regional

performance’ capability of its own, in addition

Research and Innovation (CRRI).

to having access to the ac3 computers. This

Node

would

have

a

‘high

DOTARS funded project is part of a ‘bottomThe research aims to investigate the scope for

up’

local business use of a High Performance

development. This approach explores the

Computing (HPC) Node that is located on the

nature of business need first, so that the

University of Western Sydney (UWS) Penrith

design of the Node facility can accurately

campus.

respond to local need and help to stimulate

approach

to

the

Penrith

Node

future business potential.
Figure 1.

Relationship between the Penrith
Node, ac3 and APAC.

The Project in Context
This project takes its place amongst a range of
related project activities in Western Sydney.
The University of Western Sydney (UWS)
already hosts 4 ‘technology diffusion
networks’ to move the benefits of academic
learning into industry. One of these is located
in Penrith. This meets on a monthly basis and
allows its industry members to learn about

©
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new technologies and practices that will

form a part of a proposed ‘technology park’

improve their competitiveness.

on the campus which will house and support
high-technology business.

The focus on the stimulation of ICT
Communication

Progress on the ICT incubator and technology

Technology) use in Penrith has its origins in

park has been slow due to the relative

the 1998 Penrith City Council Economic

immaturity

Development Strategy. This identified ICT as

However, several significant elements of

a key focus area for the Council’s future

strategy achieved now mean that Penrith is in

activity. Following directly from this report,

a much better position to achieve its

the CRRI was commissioned to prepare a

technology park and ICT incubator plans.

‘benchmarking study’ of the ICT capacity of

Key amongst these are:

(Information

and

of

local

ICT

knowledge.

firms in the Penrith Local Government Area
(LGA). The final report for this study laid out



UWS

School

of

Computing

and

and

Information Technology, Design and

recommendations for further action to

Mechatronics are located on the Penrith

progress the IT capacity of the area.

campus and have developed their

a

series

of

opportunities

Key

amongst the suggested strategies was the

research

and

teaching

capability

development of an HPC facility at Penrith as

significantly in recent years with major

one of the ac3 regional access nodes.

One

work now occurring with industry. For

impetus for this work has been to seize the

example, the Robotics laboratory is a

potential of the node to facilitate IT related

major national research and training

employment in Penrith and the wider Western

facility that has been listed as part of

Sydney area.

Australia’s top 100 research facilities. The
facility will soon have online access to
industry and other research facilities.

Of course, the HPC project is not the sole
vehicle for IT employment stimulation.



A number of UWS graduates in ICT and

Associated with the Node has been the

Design have also established small ICT

planned development of an ‘ICT incubator’ on

focussed businesses in the region. Their

the Penrith campus of UWS. This will provide

start up companies have been supported

support services and facilities for new ICT

by a number of UWS initiatives.

start-up companies. The ICT Incubator will

2
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The restructure of UWS now means that



key

literature

the Penrith campus has the potential to

examples

draw upon the additional resources of all

application of HPC in industry

of

the

and

successful

other UWS computing, ICT and industry

Stage 2 Explore the nature of local industry

development staff, some of whom have

interest in HPC using a survey and

significant related knowledge and skills.

interviews, as well as existing data

Penrith has at its doorstep the combined

on HPC potential

training resources of UWS and the

Stage 3 Construct case studies of the

Western Sydney Institute of TAFE. Both

potential application of HPC in

have significant training expertise vital to

local industry
Stage 4 Raise awareness and demonstrate

the city’s ICT aspirations..


Stage 1 Explore

The Centre for Advanced Systems

the potential of the Penrith HPC

Engineering (CASE) was established on

Node

the site in January 2000 as an innovative
research training facility to encourage

Stage 1 involved extensive desk research

collaborative partnerships between

with input from published as well as

university researchers, research students

internet-based resources.

and industry.

required

input

from

Stages 2 and 3
local

business.

Information was gathered from a postal
Perhaps

most

importantly,

with

the

survey of local firms and several rounds of

completion of this project, Penrith now has a

face-to-face interviews.

Stage 4 involved a

cluster of firms already identified with an

series of industry awareness days as well as

immediate interest in using the Node facility

the creation of a web page and CD-ROM

to address specific business problems. An

package.

ICT incubator would be able to provide the
business support and facilities to encourage

All research was conducted by CRRI

the continued development of this cluster.

researchers.

A full description of the

research method can be found in the full
report.

Project Method
The research project was organised into 4

Structure of this Report

stages.
©
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This report summarises some of the key
project outputs. This first section provides
an introduction to the project.
covers

the

literature

Section 2

review

and

investigation of best practice in HPC
applications. Section 3 provides a summary
of the ‘Penrith Profile’ which was conducted
as a background to the local investigation.
Section 4 offers an outline of the research
into local industry needs that was conducted
through an industry survey and interviews,
and directly led to the construction of a
series of industry case studies.

The final

section (Section 5) describes the broad
outcomes and recommendations of the
research project.

4
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What is High Performance Computing?

attempts to quantify HPC have struggled not
only with the inherent value judgements

The starting point of the research was to

involved (how high is high performance?), but

properly understand the meaning and scope

also with the sheer pace of change. The result

of HPC; both in terms of its definition and the

is that such definitions have become quickly

way that it has been used in industry.

dated. The fact is that as last year’s ‘highest
performance’ is invariably much less than this

Computers and the way that they are

year’s ‘highest performance’. Such is the rate

connected are commonly referred to as

of change that business is much less

Information and Communications Technology

concerned with having access to the most

(ICT). ICT has experienced massive growth in

powerful HPC and much more concerned

the last few decades. As both a social and

with finding solutions to real business

economic phenomenon, the subject has

problems through this technology.

attracted attention from the full spectrum of

addition, it is important to acknowledge that

social, industrial and academic commentators.

HPC incorporates more than computers alone.

HPC has always been at the forefront of this

HPC embodies a variety of technologies,

technological movement, being at the cutting

including data storage systems, networks, and

edge of ICT development. The result is that

specialised output technologies (such as high-

the majority of the writing in this area remains

end visualisation).

‘technical’ in nature. This fact, coupled with

definitions of HPC have broadened so that

the continuing pace of development, has made

while HPC might still be defined as,

In

For these reasons,

attempts at defining HPC difficult.
“…simply the use of the fastest, largest and/ or

There have been various attempts to capture

most powerful computers currently built”

the essence of HPC for research purposes.

(PMSEC, 1994. p.4),

Some of these have generalised HPC as simply
‘the fastest/ biggest/ most powerful’

it must also now include other systems and

computers and systems (Kreatsoulas, 1999).

classes of computers to accommodate the rate

While such definitions are flexible enough to

of technological change.

allow for the development of the technology,

supercomputers, mainframes with special

they are hardly a satisfying description of the

auxiliary processors, high performance

phenomenon. At the other end of the scale,

workstations, computer systems with novel

©
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architectures and the software and networks

and many commentators have argued for a

on which these systems run, must also be

greater effort in this areas to ensure that

included (PMSEC, 1994).

Australia does not fall further behind.
However, despite the assumptions of much of

This broader interpretation of HPC has been

the literature, the relationship between HPC

spurred by recent developments in computer

and competitiveness is not always clear, with

design.

Perhaps the most important

its importance usually centring on the

development has been the rising popularity of

relationship between ICT, learning and

‘cluster’ computer systems. These computer

business innovation.

systems arrange their internal structures in
parallel so that problems are shared among

Similarly, the link between HPC and economic

large numbers of smaller processors. This is a

development, centres on business innovation.

very

high-end

Innovation is thought to be a key driving force

computing which has traditionally focussed

-- creating comparative advantage in the new

on

global ‘information economy’2 ( Hepworth,

different

approach

to

‘linear’ supercomputing with small

numbers of massively powerful processors.

1984).

Put simply, HPC is now possible using

infrastructure for this economy (Cooke and

components that are available ‘off the shelf’

Morgan, 1998).

from local computer stores. This means HPC

allowing

is available at a much lower cost. This opens

exchange, in both social and economic

up HPC to a much wider audience and for the

contexts, in ways that were previously not

first time offers smaller business the

possible.

opportunity to seize its potential.

learning being at the heart of the innovation

ICT

provides

the

enabling

More generally, ICT is

interaction

and

information

With knowledge exchange and

process, the implications for a region rich in
Data on the use of HPC in different countries

the enabling infrastructure (ICT) are clear. To

can be approximated from the ‘top 500’ lists

put this academic discussion more simply - in

(see www.top500.org).

an economy increasingly dependent on

shown

to

have

just

Here Australia is
4

machines

of

information as a key resource, Information

‘supercomputer’ standard1. Australia’s total

and Communications Technology (ICT) is

computing power (per head of population

much more than just an important industry

and in Gross Domestic Product terms) falls

sector in its own right.

Indeed, it can be

well below that of our main trading partners
1

6

Top 500 list – 11/01 see www.top500.org

©
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argued that ICT is now at the core of regional

detailed study we have concluded that jobs

capacity to learn, innovate and remain

suitable for HPC applications include:

competitive.


Computationally intensive tasks

There are numerous regional success stories of



Large jobs needing fast outputs

ICT driving innovation and growth. These



Simulations with multiple life-spans

often include Route 128 of Boston, Silicon



High detail Jobs

Valley (and other ‘silicon landscapes’ of USA



Interactive processes across computer

and Europe), the Intelligent Corridors of

networks

Singapore, the Multi-media Super Corridor
(and other ‘intelligent corridors’ of Malaysia).

This list is growing as advances in technology

The economic successes of these regions have

move applications out of the domain of

at their foundation an understanding of the

‘supercomputing’ and onto the desktops of

importance of ICT and ‘evolutionary’

businesses – particularly through ‘cluster’

approaches to innovation (Cooke and Morgan,

systems design

1998) as drivers of regional development.
Similarly, developing HPC in Australia
generally (and Penrith specifically) is thought

Understanding Global Best Practice

to offer an opportunity to increase its
developing

With the increasing ease of business access to

‘information economy’ (DISR, 2001) of the

HPC, it is now possible to distil best practice

Asia- Pacific region.

in industry application of HPC from the wide

competitiveness

in

the

range of available examples of success. For
HPC has had a very strong presence in

simplicity,

we

have

divided

academia but as interesting as academic

applications into 4 categories:

industry

developments may be, it is the impact on
industry that is of most interest to policy-



Real-world systems

makers. However, even a cursory glance at



Other complex systems

established best practice reveals a very wide



Graphics & animation

range of applications in industry. After some



Computational mechanics

Real-world systems
2

Information Economy – an economy where ‘information’ exists as a
key resource alongside labour and capital

©
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HPC can help us to understand very complex

Figure 2 shows a 3D visualisation of

natural systems and processes.

Examples

information used by Texaco mining engineers.

include weather models and forecasts, flood

In this case the firm used HPC to model 3D

models and models of the function of the

volumes of seismic data. Using a 3D probe to

human body (such as brain and cardio-

navigate these data volumes, Texaco estimates

vascular function).

that their engineers are able to interactively
load and study five times as much data.

Figure 2

3D Modelling of Seismic Data for a
Mining Industry Application

Engineers are simply able to interact with the
data in ways that were not previously
possible. The outcome for Texaco is the ability
to conduct this kind of exploratory and
analytical work much more quickly and
cheaply – allowing them to become more
flexible and responsive to market demand.

The medical field has also been a particularly
enthusiastic user of HPC, often combining the
output of medical scans with HPC to help to
visualise complex biological systems. It is the
complexity of the problems involved here
combined with the need for accuracy that
Firms that operate in the field of energy and

make the use of HPC such an attractive

the environment have often used HPC to help

option.

understand the complex natural problems that
In these

HPC can allow problems to be addressed in

industries much work is done in modelling

much greater levels of detail than would

the natural environment to allow workers to

otherwise be possible.

calculate the effects of different actions

predictive work this detail is vital if forecasts

without having to experiment in the field.

are to be accurate. In Greece, software has

Texaco provides a good example of an

been developed through the ‘PATRA’ project

application in the mining sector.

(see Figure 3). This project uses HPC to allow

are part of their daily work.

In undertaking

the 3D and real-time visualisation of the
human heart using data from scans of the
8
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human heart. The system is being developed

simplification is not necessary and so the

as a teaching aid but also has significant value

assumptions can be removed.

in aiding the diagnostic process.
Large public sector bodies have also been
Figure 3

Modelling of the Human Heart Using
Existing Medical Scans and HPC

involved with HPC to help them manage and
understand very large databases.

These

organisations have often used HPC to perform
‘data-mining’. This ‘Data-mining’ is the use of
mathematics

to

examine

the

complex

relationships between different sets of data.
These procedures have been useful in a wide
variety of industry contexts with examples
ranging from mortgage investigation by US
company Blackrock, to the identification of
new market sectors by Italian bank Monte dei
Paschi di Siena.

In the case of Monte dei Paschi di Siena the
Other complex systems

complex relationships between demographic
data and information from the bank’s own

Of course, just as complex real-world systems

marketing section was studied graphically

can

using HPC to give regions of interest for

be

analysed

using

HPC

to

aid

understanding, other complex systems also

specific banking services.

benefit from similar analysis. There are many

images of clusters of customers for different

examples of this kind of application from the

banking services (see Figure 4) allowed the

banking and finance industry which has used

bank to successfully re-orientate its approach

HPC to run more accurate financial forecasts

to marketing.

and tests. The reliability of these models is

There are increasing numbers of applications

increased through the reduction of the

emerging in companies that deal with very

number of assumptions that are included in

large amounts of data. In the past this has

the model structure.

These assumptions are

usually meant ‘data warehouses’, ‘data-

included to simplify models. With HPC this

clearing centres’, or other specialised data
services.

©
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commerce these applications are increasingly

is a special effects package for film and video

finding their way into more mainstream

that uses HPC accessed through a PC-based

business practice.

interface that has been developed through a
European programme to diffuse HPC from

Figure 4

Modelling of Customer Interest for
Banking Services

Universities to industry.

This system

drastically reduces (by a factor of 12) the
amount of computing time taken for
rendering jobs.

Figure 5

Using HPC for Architectural Applications

High-end graphics/ animation

Graphical rendering and animation have

Documented

always made big demands on computer

‘walkthroughs’ and ‘virtual tours’ for

processing power. HPC is now enabling not

architects, designers, property developers and

only greater graphical complexity but also

development agencies (see Figure 5).

much faster handling and processing of these

these kinds of applications make use of

images. This has wide industry applications.

sophisticated visualisation technologies to

Perhaps most obviously, we might look

create ‘virtual environments’ – creating the

toward the media, film and television

illusion of being fully immersed in the visual

industries.

image.

In these industries computer

uses

have

also

included

Often

generated graphics becoming more and more
commonplace. For example, VIDEOGRAPH

Figure 6

Using

HPC

for

Quality

Control

in

Manufacturing
10
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Somewhere between the analysis of complex
real-world phenomenon and the analysis of
complex datasets is the discipline of
‘computational mechanics’.

Computational

mechanics is the study of materials, fluids or
gases through the use of computers.

The

majority of the industry examples fall into this
category.

Computational mechanics, enabled by HPC
has often fed directly into the design
Figure 6 shows an image from a HPC

operations of manufacturing and engineering

application

a

firms. There are a range of examples here,

manufacturer of plastic cards for use as credit

often involving the key techniques of

cards, phone cards, etc. Before adopting HPC,

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD – the

all of the quality control was done by human

study of fluids in motion) and Finite Element

operators. These people were expensive to

Analysis (FEA – the study of materials under

train and the quality of their work was

stress). A good example of the application of

variable. The HPC application this company

FEA in industry comes from Montell Plastics

developed uses computerised templates of the

and Plastiblow with the development of

images of the cards to act as a reference for the

‘SIMPLAST’ software (see Figure 7).

finished products. Using this system, the firm

software was developed for the plastics

is able to test the finished product with a

moulding industry in Europe and simulates

much higher level of accuracy and in a

the moulding processes through the use of

fraction of a second. In addition, the system

HPC. This application enables predictions to

allows the product to be checked for variation

be made about the behaviour of moulds prior

in grey scale or colour tone – things that a

to their construction and offers considerable

human operator would simply not be able to

savings at the tooling stage of manufacture.

developed

for

CIM

-

This

do effectively.
Figure 7

Computational mechanics

©
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8). The system then allowed rapid testing of
different load characteristics and oven cavity
design.

De longi have reported 30% savings

in product development time, 35% savings in
related costs and 35% savings in total time of
product to market.

Figure 8

Modelling the Electromagnetic Field
Inside Microwave Ovens

Another good example of computational
mechanics in industry is that of BF Goodrich
which has used HPC as part of the design and
manufacture of aircraft braking systems. The
high-level analytical modelling that HPC
allows products to be tested much faster for
thermal stress and energy distribution. This
has considerably sped up their manufacturing
process.

The incorporation of computational mechanics
into the manufacturing process is often
reported to lead to substantial cost and time
savings in the product development cycle.
Italian manufacturer de-Longi reported
considerable saving as after introducing
computational mechanics into the process for
the design and manufacture of its microwave
ovens.

Using HPC, this firm was able to

model changes in electromagnetic dispersal
within the microwave oven cavity (See Figure

12
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outcome of the project was the demonstration

Promoting HPC use in Industry

that cluster computing had matured and was
The majority of the applications of HPC in

able to be applied to industry problems.

industry originate in the US. This comes as

Leading from these outcomes, the UK based

little surprise given that the vast majority of

‘Parallel Applications Programme’ (PAP)

HPC installations are located in the US

sought to stimulate specifically the use of

(www.top500.org). The key driver of HPC in

parallel architectures (cluster computer

the US has been the defence industry, and

systems) in the UK and focussed on 4 centres

specifically the Department of Defence, the

of expertise in London, Oxford, Edinburgh

National Security Agency and NASA.

and Southampton.

However, we should not assume that HPC
development in the US is dominated by the

The Australian policy response to HPC has,

public sector, conversely, the history of the US

until recently, been much less enthusiastic. At

HPC

the centre of Australian activity is the

centres

is

linked

with

broader

commercial concerns and there are well-

Australian

established mechanisms in the centres to

Computing (APAC). Established through a

ensure efficient technology transfer to

partnership between Australian National

industry.

University (ANU) and the Department for

Partnership

for

Advanced

Education, Training and Youth Affairs
European experience of the promotion of HPC

(DETYA). It was created in direct response to

in industry has been led by the EU’s ‘HPCN-

the lagging position of Australia in this field.

TTN’ (High Performance Computer Network

While industry needs are a focus for APAC’s

– Technology Transfer Node) programme

activity, it remains dominated by academic

which was developed very much as a

interests. This is true of much of the activity

response to the HPC activity in the US. The

in Australia including that of ac3 (Advanced

programme had an explicit industry focus and

Computing and Communications Centre). It

targeted industries which were now in a

is essential that the advances being made in

position to afford low-cost high-performance

HPC in this country are shared with industry

systems and emphasis was placed on the

through effective technology diffusion

application of HPC to problems where it had

programmes if the potential of HPC to help

previously been too expensive. Similarly, the

industry is to be realised.

EU’s EUROPORT initiative sought to bring

Through this project, CRRI’s researchers have

the benefits of HPC to industry - a key

become aware of some of the difficulties

©
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associated with technology diffusion –

These ideals have been at the centre of this

especially in a hitherto under-developed area

research. The investigation of local industry

such as HPC.

Some firms (small firms in

needs and the subsequent building of the

particular) lack knowledge of HPC and are

cluster of industry users around the Penrith

suspicious of technology (and technology

Node has been in direct response to the need

providers) that offer ‘magic solutions’. Others

for a ‘bottom-up’ approach to the Node

are developing the in-house knowledge to

development.

build their own HPC cluster computers. More
generally, business is focussed on solutions to
their bottom-line needs and the day-to-day
running of the business. With the exception of
those

firms

directly

involved

in

the

technology, their focus is strictly on ‘business
as usual’ – with firms rarely allowing the
luxury of time to focus on possible future
directions.

Taking on board these difficulties, ac3 has
now adopted a technology diffusion plan
developed by Trevor Cairney of CRRI. This
plan suggests that technology diffusion
should be co-ordinated between the hub and
the regional nodes, with each developing a
niche contribution after making contact with
local firms.

The focus here is on building

networks of potential users rather than the
adoption of a ‘supply and see’ approach.
High profile applications will be identified
and marketed as flagship projects and as
demonstrators of the facilities offered at the
Node.

14
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show that the Council will surpass its 60%

Basic Statistics
At the last census count (1996), the population
of Penrith was 163,122.

Based on these

figures, projections estimate a population of
200,000 in 2011 (Mossfield, 2000).

Recent

figures estimate a population growth of 5.1%
in Penrith over the next 5 years.

This

jobs ratio3 target for self-sufficiency in

2010.

The HPC Node forms an integral part of this
goal, yet we must accept that it is unlikely to
create high numbers of new ICT jobs in
isolation. Instead, its value in ICT job creation
is in its position at the core of wider action to
stimulate the local ICT industry.

compares to 4% for the Sydney Metropolitan
Area (SMA) and makes Penrith likely to
become the area of highest population growth
in NSW over the next 5-10 years (ibid). Within
this total population it is interesting to note
the youthful nature of the City. Penrith has a
younger average age than the rest of Western
Sydney, which itself has a younger average
age than the rest of Sydney (Penrith City
Council, 2001). This fact might allow the City
to bring HPC skills to the forefront of its
graduates’ skill base more rapidly than other
areas with older populations.

The US

provides us with some good examples of how
HPC education activity can be integrated into
the operation of an HPC centre (see for
example:

www.mhpcc.edu

and

www.crpc.rice.edu). Of course, providing
graduates

with

HPC

skills

must

be

complemented by action to secure the

The CRRI’s previous work “Developing a
Smart City” (Cairney & Speak, 2000) together
with this project have highlighted the role of
an ‘ICT incubator’ in the stimulation of ICT
jobs in Penrith. This incubator should nurture
new ICT business through the provision of
shared facilities, business management advice
and a supportive learning environment. As
an outgrowth of this current DOTARS project,
Penrith City Council has taken some steps
towards establishing such a centre as part of
the technology park planned for the UWS
Penrith campus. While movement has been
slow, the identification of a cluster of firms
with the potential to apply HPC that has been
achieved through this project adds urgency to
the proposed technology park and its planned
ICT incubator.

employment generation capacity of the city
and the surrounding area.

Projected data

shows that 80,553 Penrith residents are in
employment in 2001 (Penrith City Council,
2001). Employment projections for Penrith

©
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the 1996 census reports.

Industry profile

Penrith residents

show a relatively high level of vocational
The industries employing the largest numbers

qualifications compared with the rest of

of Penrith residents are Retail and Wholesale

Sydney. However, the Penrith LGA continues

Trade; Manufacturing; Property, Business and

to show lower numbers of people with degree

Finance and Insurance Services and Tourism

level qualifications.

related sectors. Construction and Health, and

labour force skills together with the

Community Services are also significant

promotion of greater participation in tertiary

employers of Penrith residents.

study

Similar

remains

The development of

critical

for

Penrith’s

industries dominate as the major employers

development as a ‘Smart City’ (Cairney and

within Penrith Local Government Area (LGA).

Speak, 2000).

Furthermore, the ability to

develop high-tech industries, and indeed to
Further information is revealed by examining

maximise the benefits from a HPC facility will

turnover data. Here, three industry groupings

depend on developing/acquiring relevant

stand-out as major contributors to turnover

skills and expertise in local industry and

within the LGA:

institutions.

Therefore,

educational

institutions, industry, and other local


Business Services, Education and

organisations must play an integral part in

Wholesale/Retail Trade

improving the progress towards a knowledge-



Energy, Infrastructure and Transport and

based economy by identifying and developing



Metal Trades.

the skills necessary for the LGA’s economic
growth (CRRI, 1998).

The business landscape of Penrith is
dominated by small and medium sized

Work destinations

enterprises (SMEs). Over 70% of employers in
Penrith have less than 5 employees, with 87%

The work destinations of Penrith residents in

having less than 10 employees (Mossfield,

‘high-tech’ occupations are of interest in

2000). This large proportion of SMEs has had

assessing the role of the Node in assisting

important implications for both the design

endogenous employment growth. Journey to

and the marketing of the Node.

Work (JTW) data provides some interesting
insights into the patterns of daily migration

The level of qualifications among Penrith

for Penrith high-tech workers. The first point

residents has improved between the 1991 and

16
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to make is that the Penrith working

through awareness raising and demonstration

population has a high tendency to commute to

activity is discussed in more detail in the full

work. Further to this, analysis of the data

research report.

shows that high-tech workers who live in
Penrith are more likely to travel outside
Penrith to their workplace than workers in the
medium or low-tech groups with over 50% of
Penrith’s commuting workforce being in the
high-tech category. This is an important point
in that high tech workers in this research are
by definition those who have the greatest
potential to make use of the HPC node. The
fact that these people have a greater tendency
to work outside the area suggests that there is
a degree of untapped potential here for
‘endogenous’

(within

Penrith

SLA)

employment growth.

The destinations for Penrith resident high-tech
workers are not surprisingly Sydney City,
Parramatta, Blacktown, North Sydney, and
Sydney City Remainder. Also interesting here
is that following ‘Sydney City Remainder’ in
this ranking is ‘no fixed address’ – hinting at a
large number of ‘mobile’ high-tech workers.
Part of the purpose of this project has been to
attract some of these workers back to Penrith
into start-up or existing firms.

The

development of a web page and other
strategies in association with Penrith Council
have all been designed to further this
objective. The marketing of the Penrith Node

©
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Local

industry

needs

for

HPC

were

Throughout the development of the Node
great care has been taken to avoid a ‘supply

investigated using2 methods:

p u s h ’ of HPC technology.

Instead, the



Industry survey

development of the physical facility has taken



Face-to-face interviews

guidance from the findings of our research in
order to ensure that the facility is responding

This section outlines the research process and

to a ‘demand pull’.

draws out some of the key results from both
The process of the identification of potential

methods.

industry users has taken place over a number
of stages). These can be seen in Figures 9 and

Industry Survey

10.
Understanding the nature of the interest of
local industry was the most difficult aspect of

A range of sources were used to generate a list

this project.

of industries. From this list of firms a total of

Nevertheless, the accurate

determination of the needs and aspirations of

500 were sampled4 and a survey was

industry with regard to HPC is essential if the

administered. The survey response rate was

facility is to accurately respond to industry

12%. The response to the survey provides a

need.

good snapshot of the nature of local industry
demand for HPC

Figure 9

Identifying Industry Users – Stage 1 – Industry Survey

Proxy Data

Proven Users (literature)

Local Stakeholders

Industry Survey

Identify Industry Users

4

18

Stratified random sampling
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Identifying Industry Users – Stage 2 - Interviews

Industry Users ID’d by Survey

Stakeholder Selections

Industry Database

1st Round Industry Interviews

2

nd

Round Industry Interviews

Refine Database

Construct Case Studies

One interesting finding was that there was no

and in particular, large public

response from either manufacturing or mining

organisations.

sector

firms to surveys and request for interviews.
that

The overwhelming attitude of the respondents

largest

to technology and ICT was very positive with

employing sector in the Penrith LGA and also

a large proportion (97%) believing that

that manufacturing and engineering firms

“technology is a key lever for business

account for the vast majority of reported case

improvement” and 85% seeing “advanced ICT

users of HPC in the literature. At the other

as a way to solve their business problems”.

end of the scale, the greatest response to the

More specifically, firms were shown to have a

survey comes from the ICT sector, the service

strong interest in the specific application of

sector and public sector organisations.

In

HPC to simulation and modelling, with 46%

terms of firm size, it was not surprising to see

believing that computational simulation and

the greatest numbers of responses coming

modelling are “directly relevant to their

from small firms (<5 employees) given the

business operation”.

industrial make-up of Penrith. Conversely,

their specific area of interest in HPC, 25%

we should also note a significant response

stated “computer visualisation”, followed by

(9%) from very large firms (>100 employees)

“computer

This

is

very

manufacturing

©

surprising
is
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given

second
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When asked to name

(22%)

and

“video
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production” (22%). These figures informed

additional contacts were also gathered as the

directly the design of the Node facility.

interviews were conducted and so the
construction of the contact list was an iterative

On the face of it, the survey results present a

process.

very positive picture for the attraction of firms
to the Penrith Node. The sample has shown a

Interviews

strong interest in HPC and has clearly positive
attitudes to the role of advanced computing in

Once a contact list had been established,

business innovation. However, we have been

information was gathered from the firms

careful throughout this project not to rely too

through a series of face-to-face interviews.

heavily on purely quantitative analysis. While

New firms were sought to be involved in the

the results are an excellent snapshot of GWS

process through stakeholder selections and

interest in and understanding of HPC, the

through the industry awareness days. The

survey did not go far enough in providing the

interviews explored specific problems that

depth of information on the specific needs of

each firm hoped HPC would be able to

local firms that is necessary to begin the

address, as well as giving the firms

development of an industry cluster.

information on the nature of the Node facility.
The cluster of potential industry users was

The next step in the process was therefore to

developed through the case studies that

determine the most promising firms for

emerged from these interviews.

further contact in order to gather this deeper,
qualitative information. The firms with the

While the contact list developed during the

greatest interest and/or potential that

interview

process

emerged from the survey were entered into a

selections

by

database. This database was then re-ordered

stakeholders, the project team were mindful of

after extensive consultation with key local

the need to reach as many firms as possible

industry experts5. Utilising the local

not only to raise awareness but to stimulate

knowledge of these industry experts, a contact

demand for the Node facility. For this reason

list was drawn up from the database with

the project team organised a series of

most promising firms listed first. Of course,

‘Industry Awareness Days’. These provided

both

through

additional

respondents

and

general information on the nature of HPC, the
5

Such as: Australian Business Limited, NSW Department of State and
Regional Development, Link-West, UWS Office for Regional
Development and Greater Western Sydney Economic Development
Board.
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activity being undertaken in Western Sydney,
and also specifically focussed on industry
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examples of success gained from the review of

and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),

best practice.

that were thought to be a possible focus for
the Node, now seemed far from the true need

The review of best practice suggested that

of local industry.

there would be a great deal of interest from

showed

the local manufacturing and production

modelling, simulation and visualisation. The

engineering firms as much of the existing

most interested firms tended to originate in

written evidence centres on applications in

the public sector and a surprising number

these sectors.

Furthermore, the industrial

(given the large number of small firms in

character of Penrith appeared to support the

Penrith) were also large organisations. The

assumption

other striking feature of both the survey and

that

manufacturing

and

an

Instead, the responses

interest

in

interviews

computational

production engineering would be key sector

subsequent

was

the

need

users with ‘manufacturing’ being the second

highlighted for a low-cost and high-performance

largest employer in the Penrith LGA (Penrith

facility. This is hardly surprising given the

City Council, 2001) and ‘metal trades’

large proportion (87%) of organisations with

accounting for the largest turnover in 1995

less than 10 employees.

and projected to have the second largest

strong interest in the application of HPC to

turnover in 2005 (Mossfield, 2000). The other

business problems, the use of such a facility

input into the industrial survey database (and

must in the first instance be cost-effective for

hence the identification of potential industry

its users.

users) was the selection of contacts by local

directly into work on the design of the Node

stakeholders. These were drawn from a wide

facility itself through the Penrith Node

range of different sectors, with a range of

Management Committee.

While there was

These findings have been fed

different potential applications.
As the interviewers worked through the
Once the industry survey was returned and

contact list the most promising cases were

analysed, there was in fact very little interest

written up and then explored in more detail

from

through additional interviewing.

production

engineering

or

The

manufacturing firms. This was re-enforced

determinants of the most promising firms

though the successive rounds of interviews.

were a combination of:

Correspondingly, the typical uses of HPC in
these sectors – advanced Computer Aided
Design (CAD), Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
©
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The ability of the Node to address the
business problem in question
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The compatibility of emergent industry

through the application of HPC to business

cases

problems.

Evidence of successful applications

collection of these case studies and the

internationally in the same area

emergent cluster has also been mindful of the

While these links are clear, the

important demonstration effects in what is
In this way, a series of case studies was

still a new and developing field. Hence, case

developed that reflected local industry need

studies have not been excluded solely by

while maintaining a level of coherence for the

virtue of poor linkage with the rest of the

development of the industry cluster.

firms. What follows therefore, is the proposed
core of an industrial cluster to be based around
the Penrith Node that has emerged from the

The Case Studies

interviews with local industry.
Industry clusters have been a much discussed
tool for economic development. The specific

NSW Rural Fire Service

make-up of industrial clusters in practice is

Bush Fire Modelling

varied – from the industrial districts of Italy to
the large-firm driven centres of Germany, and
the high-tech complexes of Silicon Valley.

The NSW RFS has been interested in
developing a more reliable bush-fire simulator

However, the essence of the benefits of

for some time. Taking inputs from a weather

clustering for firms remains consistent.

model that has been developed in conjunction

Whether the clusters are based on geography,

with UNSW, the RFS hopes to develop a fire-

links in the supply chain, or industry sectors,

spread model that will take into account the

firms that are included in clusters make gains
from interaction and knowledge exchange
with other cluster members. This principle
sits

well

with

modern

fuel of the terrain in 3D as well as site specific
weather conditions that are created by the fire
itself.

‘evolutionary’

innovation theory that stresses the importance

The Node facility presents the RFS with the

of learning (and hence innovation) through

unique opportunity to use a machine with the

interaction.

power to handle the complex calculations
involved in the development of the fire-spread

The case studies that emerged from the
interviews in this project are linked loosely
through geography and more precisely

22

model. In particular, it is important for the
RFS to be able to work with the Centre for
Advanced Systems Engineering (CASE) team
©
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in applying the UNSW weather model to the

models in a much shorter time (early estimates

cluster system in order to receive much

calculate a 50% time saving). The first step in

needed technical guidance. The applications

SCA’s use of the Node is to benchmark a

of the code of the existing UNSW weather

sample of the code used by their models on

model will be undertaken by staff from both

the Node’s cluster machine. This will involve

CASE at UWS and UNSW.

The bush-fire

CASE in ‘parallelising’ the code so that it can

spread model itself will then be developed by

run on the cluster system. If the results are

the CASE team according to the specifications

better than SCA’s existing machines then

of the RFS. An important additional criterion

SCA’s use of the Node is simple a matter of

for the use of the facility by the RFS is that

shifting the model to the Node computers as

they are able to have instant access to the

required.

Node. This is in order that the fire spread
model can be run in an emergency situation.

Animated Biomedical Productions

The Node is able to provide this level of

High-End Medical Imaging

support as the RFS bush fore model has been
chosen as the lead industry application.

Animated Biomedical Productions (ABP)
produces high-end and medically accurate

Sydney Catchment Authority

images and animations for a range of media

Water Demand Modelling

clients. The ABP potential use of the Node is
more straightforward than the other cases

Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA) showed

presented in this research – being simply the

interest in the facility at an early stage. Being

opportunity to access computational power

charged with the responsibility of managing

for the rendering of complex graphic images

and protecting Sydney’s water supply

as and when required. The Node will enable

catchments, the organisation already operates

ABP to cater for jobs that require this kind of

a number of water demand, and water flow

computationally intensive work without

models. The real problem faced by SCA is the

having to buy and maintain the expensive

time taken to perform the existing models on

computers that this requires.

their machines and the expense of maintaining
them.

As well as providing the Node with a
relatively simple job for an immediate start,

The Penrith Node could offer SCA the

the ABP case also offers the potential for

opportunity to gain the outputs of their

longer-term synergies within the medical

©
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field. For example, there are possibilities for

can then be examined using the model. In the

the expansion of ABP’s existing database of

longer term, the CASE team will be able to

images and animations for use in the training

provide support for the visualisation of the

of student doctors and surgeons. The Penrith

infant lung structure using the proposed

Node

CAVE facility.

could

provide

the

necessary

computational power and storage capacity to
deal with this data.

Penrith Lakes Development Corporation
Development Visualisation

Nepean Hospital Infant Intensive Care Unit
Infant Lung Modelling

Penrith Lakes Development Corporation
(PLDC) is a company that runs the quarrying

The infant intensive care unit at Nepean

and rehabilitation of the Penrith Lakes land.

Hospital is responsible for the care of newly

Today the corporation still quarries sand and

born babies that are in need of special

gravel

attention after premature birth. New (HFV)6

approximately 6 million tonnes of sand gravel

ventilator machines in the unit cause much

extracted each year.

less trauma to the lung structure of the babies

approximately 75% of Sydney’s sand and

yet the way that the elastic tube system of the

crushed aggregate requirements including

lungs operates under ventilation remains

roughly 85% of the materials for ready mixed

poorly understood. The main reason for the

concrete (PLDC, 1998).

lack of detailed understanding of lung

activity is now nearing the end of its life span

operation is that previous attempts at

and with it, the PLDC enters the next stage of

modelling have assumed a static tube system

its operation - the development of residential

as opposed to the actual elastic system.

land around the lakes and the environmental

from

the

flood

plain

with

This amounts to

This quarrying

regeneration of the area. This phase includes
The Penrith cluster machine can provide the

the building of 4,000 homes along the Eastern

required computational power to model the

boundary.

flow of air through the elastic tube structure of
The role that a lack of

The PLDC has set itself high design standards

surfactant has in under-developed lungs, and

and plans to incorporate some innovative

the operation of different ventilator systems,

ideas into the residential development. Key

the infant lungs.

amongst these, is the potential for the
6

High frequency ventilation
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development to be a location for ‘remote
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working’ or ‘teleworking’ – enabled by the

enough to a change in demand because its

appropriate ICT infrastructure. This kind of

equipment becomes easily tied up with

development has a mixed history and the

complex long-run jobs.

Corporation is well aware that its ideas will
need to be sold to both prospective buyers and

The Penrith Node will be able to model the

the company shareholders. It is in this context

manufacturing processes of the plant and test

that the input of HPC is sought – to provide

different market scenarios. By doing this, Fort

high-end visualisation as part of the

Dodge anticipates that it will be able to

residential development’s marketing and

increase the efficiency and flexibility of its

information strategy.

operation. For the longer-term prospects of
the Node, this application is important as the

The Node facility can offer PLDC the

sole manufacturing case as it demonstrates

opportunity to market their development

that applicability of the Node facility to the

proposals with the aid of the Penrith Node. In

manufacturing sector.

addition, the computational power of the
cluster system will enable PLDC to develop a

In addition to these firms that now form the

more sophisticated environmental education

proposed core users of the Penrith Node, a

package

second cluster has emerged directly from this

that

will

eventually

provide

environmental information for the residents of

project.

The ‘AusTool’ toolmaking group

the Lakes development. This case will be a

based in the Macarthur region was targeted

medium to long-term project for the Node

specifically for the second industry awareness

facility.

day at the UWS Campbelltown campus. As a
result of the interest generated at this event,

Fort Dodge

the AusTool group are now planning to

Manufacturing Process Modelling

develop their own cluster of users around a
‘tooling industry design centre’.

It is

Fort Dodge Pharmaceuticals remains the sole

proposed that this design centre will form an

manufacturing case study.

additional HPC node to be connected to the

The company

manufactures animal vaccines.

The firm’s

ac3 central facility.

interest in using the Node stems from the
complex process involved.

The firm is

The cases chosen in this research have centred

currently operating at full capacity and feels

on the simulation, modelling and visualisation

vulnerable in that it cannot respond quickly

aspects of HPC. Within this area, 3 cases have

©
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been selected that focus on the modelling of

Systems Engineering (CASE) at UWS under

complex real-world systems (Rural Fire

the direction of a Node Management

Service, Sydney Catchment Authority and

Committee.

Nepean Hospital), 1 other case is concerned

knowledge of industry needs that CASE

with the modelling of a complex system (Fort

requires in order to arrive at the Node’s ideal

Dodge) and the remaining 2 cases involve

form. The design of the Node has taken into

high-end

account this research evidence in providing:

graphical

simulation

and

This project has provided the

visualisation. The foci of these cases are in
line with both the outputs of the industry



a low-cost, high-performance solution

survey, and the material gained from
successive rounds of interviews with key

achieved through cluster architecture


an ability to accommodate high-end

stakeholders.

simulation and immersive visualisation
through the ‘CAVE’ (Computer Assisted

There

are

good

links

in

Virtual Environment) system.

both

organisational/sectoral and application terms
between the case study organisations. The

Initially, a prototype system has been built to

one obvious exception is the case of Fort

test both the design and also to provide a

Dodge pharmaceuticals - being the sole

further check of the demand for the facility.

manufacturing firm and also the sole
application of HPC to a complex artificial

The ‘CAVE’ component will utilise 2 RPCs

system (the manufacturing process).

The

(rendering PCs) for the graphics processing.

importance of including this firm as part of

The computing power is provided by a 20

the industry cluster is that it provides an

node cluster (20 computer processors linked in

excellent link to the manufacturing sector –

parallel).

offering the potential to stimulate any latent

chosen due to its proven ability to provide

demand in this sector through demonstration

high-performance at a relatively low-cost – a

effects.

fact which directly addresses the concerns of

This cluster systems design was

local industry. Further to this, the nature of
cluster systems is that they can be expanded

Choosing an Appropriate Node Design

without great difficulty.

This gives the

Penrith Node facility the ability to grow in
Technical work on the design of the Node was

response to any growing demand from

undertaken by the Centre for Advanced

industry clients.

26
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Figure 11. The Prototype Penrith Node System
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Figure 12
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The Proposed Final Node System

The prototype will also utilize high refresh

establish their own machines and for firms

rate Video Display Outputs, instead of the

who are unable to adapt their existing code in

more expensive projectors that will be used in
the final system (see Figures 11 and 12 for the

order for it to run on the Node cluster. In

differences between the prototype and final

many instances, it is envisaged that the CASE

systems).

team will therefore work closely with staff
from the user organisations in re-formulating

In the process of building the Node, the

existing code and the creating specialised

researchers at CASE have established an

software for each firm’s specific needs.

excellent knowledge of both the construction
and operation of cluster systems. In meeting
the demand of local industry, CASE is able to
offer consultancy services for firms wishing to

28
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Background

database of industry applications of HPC.
This database covers a very wide range of

At the outset of this project it was recognised

application problems and sectors. However,

that the establishment of an HPC node at

the vast majority of these business examples

Penrith has the potential to make a significant

have been gathered from European and

difference to local industry and to offer

American sources, as Australian examples are

enhanced opportunities for technology-based

still very much under-researched and poorly

jobs.

documented.

The kinds of firms likely to have an

For any further work in this

interest in HPC are also likely to generate

area it would be useful to have a more

activities in the community such as: training,

complete understanding of the Australian

infrastructure support, conferences and

‘scene’ with respect to the use of HPC in

opportunities for collaboration in new areas.

industry.

In addition, industry involvement offers

complete a short study of the projects

increased opportunities for those companies

underway at the APAC centres of excellence

involved in the supply-chain for the

and their associated regional nodes.

A useful start here would be to

technology industry. Through the completion
of this project, significant progress had been
made toward securing these and other

Tackling regional disadvantage

benefits for the Greater Western Sydney
region.

This project has been careful to first identify
accurately and then respond appropriately to
the needs of local industry.

Understanding Best Practice

While this

approach is essential if the Node facility is to
accurately accommodate industry needs and

The gathering of best practice in the industry

tackle regional disadvantage, its major hurdle

application of HPC has been a necessary step

has been that many firms are simply unaware

in the education of local industry for this

of the potential that HPC can offer. Hence,

project.

this project has involved several strands of

Business has time and again been

proven to learn best from other business

awareness raising activity.

examples and so relevant examples of best
practice is vital if any educational work is to

At the outset, the project drew upon a

be successful. The result of this aspect of the

‘technology diffusion plan’ developed by

project has been the formation of a substantial

Trevor Cairney to outline the basic principles

©
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for the activity in moving the benefits of HPC

on-going business development activity for

from academia to industry.

This has now

the Node. The web page will be regularly

been adopted by the ac3 Management

updated to properly inform industry of the

Committee as the basis for the technology

Node’s activity and also to ensure that the

diffusion activity of ac3. Following the plan,

Node is seen to be dynamic.

this project has highlighted distinctive key
areas on which the Node will focus its activity,

This action has prepared the ground for a

namely: computational simulation, modelling,

more concerted technology diffusion activity.

and visualisation. The flagship project for the

To progress this work, Government support

Node is the development of a bush fire spread

through various industry programs will be

model that is being developed in collaboration

necessary

with the Rural Fire Service (RFS). This high

diffusion. Government funded HPC facilities

profile application of HPC will be developed

should be made available to the institutions

with close interaction between the RFS and

and industry for research purposes on a

UWS in order to develop an exemplar project

common basis.7

to

promote

the

technology

as a demonstrator of the potential of the Node
facility for industry.

In tackling regional disadvantage, the project
has made substantial progress in bringing

Within the guidelines of this plan, awareness

together key regional actors on the issue of

raising activities have taken place in the form

HPC specifically, and ICT more generally. At

of a series of industry awareness days. These

the centre of this activity has been the Penrith

have been very successful in demonstrating

Node Management Committee, which has

the way that HPC relates to everyday business

maintained a dynamic presence to steer the

practice as well as giving firms information on

Node development. New networks have been

the facilities offered by both ac3 and the

established through the iterative processes of

Penrith Node. Lively discussion was a feature

data-gathering and awareness-raising that

of all arranged events and several firms in

have been at the centre of this project. These

attendance have expressed interest in using

networks and links are a valuable part of the

the Penrith Node. To reach a wider audience,

changing institutional fabric of the Western

this project has developed a web page and
CD-Rom as promotional material for the
Node. These represent valuable tools in the
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These ideas originated in a ‘Technology Diffusion Report’ written by
Professor Trevor Cairney at the CRRI for the Management Committee
of ac3. This report has now been adopted as the Technology Diffusion
plan for ac3.
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Sydney region and an essential structural

identified firms that now form the core of the

component in any attempt to foster an ‘ICT

industrial cluster. It is anticipated that after

culture’ in the area. In developing a cluster of

the successful use of the facility by these firms,

industry users for the Node, the existence of a

additional users and other more advanced

‘switched-on’ network of key actors is more

applications will be identified.

than a valuable resource, it is a necessary

additional demand is proved, the complete

requirement, as HPC still occupies the fringes

system will be built and will consist of an 80

of ICT activity and is still often treated with

node cluster architecture computer with a

suspicion or scepticism. After the completion

‘CAVE’ visualisation facility. Further to this,

of this project, action should be taken to

not only does the region now have a

ensure the continued vitality of the networks

substantial super-computer in its own right, it

that have been created.

also has access to the ac3 computers.

This will help to

Once this

disseminate evidence of successful use of the
The existence of the cluster prototype

Node and encourage new industry users.

provides a valuable educational resource. The
proposed AusTool development is an example
of how one industry group has been

Improving the Regional Skills Base

challenged to explore their own dedicated
After analysing a survey of local industry

cluster computer. The long-term benefits to

needs, the design of the Node facility itself

the toolmaking and manufacturing sector

was based around a ‘cluster’ systems design.

from this development would be a direct

This design utilised the expertise of the UWS

outcome of the work of this project. For

Centre for Advanced Systems Engineering

industry, the existence of the cluster together

(CASE) and helped to keep the costs of the

with the expertise of the CASE, will allow the

Node down while maximising computing

development of individual cluster machines

power. The building of the prototype cluster

by local firms under the guidance of CASE. In

system is a major achievement in itself for the

this sense the cluster computer is a unique

region – further developing knowledge of

training tool for industry. The CASE is able to

cluster systems in direct response to the

offer consultancy services for cluster systems

specific needs of Penrith industry.

development as well as workshop sessions for

As it

currently exists, the prototype system is a 20

the conversion of conventional code.

node machine with a small visualisation

existence of the Node offers local industry the

The

facility. This is matched to the needs of the
©
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opportunity to see the way that a cluster

This core group will help to further refine the

machine operates at first hand – this is

picture of demand for HPC in the region as

important as we have seen that HPC still

well as providing examples of local industry

operates at the fringes of IT activity and firms

users that are so badly needed if industry

often have very low levels of skills and

awareness levels are to be raised.

understanding in tis area.

It is imperative

anticipated that industry users of the Node

here that university expertise on the

will help to reinforce the ‘ICT culture’ of the

application of problems to the cluster system

region by virtue of the demonstration effects

is not only made available to local firms by the

of their use of HPC.

CASE, but also advertised as being available.

identified firms will be using HPC in some

Workshop sessions, seminars and consultancy

cases allows existing tasks to be completed

services should be made available and

more quickly or thoroughly, for other firms,

outlined through the Penrith Node web-page.

HPC is allowing their business to move into

It is

The way that the

new areas. For example, the use of the Penrith
Of course, the training capacity of the cluster

Node will allow Animated Biomedical

system is equally applicable to university

Productions to undertake work in the field of

students at both undergraduate and post-

‘voxel animation’ (animation using 3-

graduate levels.

dimenional pixels) that would otherwise not

UWS currently runs an

undergraduate course on cluster computing

be possible.

Awareness of the Node’s

and is sustaining 2 doctoral projects on

industry users will be ensured through

visualisation and HPC.

regular updates of the Node’s web-page.

The Penrith Node should also form an integral
part of the proposed Penrith technology park

Creating Employment Opportunities

and ICT incubator. An incubator providing
support and facilities for ICT firms could play

The axis of this project has been the

a key role in reversing the flow of commuters

identification of a core group of industry users

from Penrith to the Sydney CBD. The Penrith

for the Penrith Node. This forms the basis of

incubator would be a collaborative venture

an industry cluster centred around the Node

between Penrith Council, Penrith Business

facility. As it stands, the cluster of identified

Enterprise Centre, TAFE and UWS.

firms that has resulted from this project

proposed that the partners establish a 15-unit

It is

provides a base of users for the Node facility.
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incubator either on the Penrith campus of

In the medium to long term, it is expected that

UWS or in the Penrith CBD.

Funding has

the cluster will be self-sustaining and will

been sought from the Federal government for

contribute greatly to the vitality of the local

the initial feasibility study. The existence of

ICT industry. Indeed, it is expected that the

the HPC Node at Penrith should provide a

cluster will grow to form a central component

particular attraction for those firms wishing to

of the proposed ICT incubator. In this sense,

use high performance computing facilities at a

the development of the Penrith Node based

low cost. This would have the potential to

industry cluster and the ICT incubator are

attract firms from outside the local area. We

inter-linked – each providing support for the

should also not forget that the Node has

other.

access to the ac3 central facility. Many other
firms that are located within the area and wish
to use the specific facilities of the ac3

Conclusion

computers are likely to be attracted to the
Node simply as a convenient means of access

This project has demonstrated how a high-end

to the central facility. The net result of this

technology application can be used to foster

industry use of the Node is likely to be a

industry development. The funding for this

greatly increased interest in Penrith as a

project from DOTARS has enabled the

location for ICT industry and this in turn is

achievement of the expected outcomes of the

likely to have significant and positive

project (see Figure 13 below).

employment outcomes.

Industry clusters

outcomes are still to be fully achieved but

have been shown time and again to have

these should be met in the next 12-18 months

positive effects on regional economies.

if the momentum for this work can be

However, it is likely that for many of the

maintained. It is important to stress that this

identified firms, their involvement in the

project has been an extremely ambitious one

industry cluster will be considered a non-

from the outset.

essential cost. It is therefore suggested that

international best practice has shown there are

the industry users already identified should

a limited number of examples of successful

have further government support to ensure

application of HPC to industry in Australia.

their short-term survival as a coherent

What

industry cluster

demonstrated is the important facilitative effect

the

work

Several

As the review of

of

this

project

has

that a significant technology application can
have in driving regional development.
©
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Figure 13

Outcomes and Recommendations

Project Outcomes

Outcome
Establishment of Node facility

Status
Prototype built

Comments
20 unit cluster to be finalised in May 2002

Establishment of an industry cluster
based around the Node facility.

Achieved

A core of 6 firms has been identified. There are plans to
expand this to 15 organisations in the next 12-18 months

Implementation of Industry Awareness
Days

Achieved

Two industry days have been completed and are
documented in this report. In addition there have been
several informal meetings with industry to raise
awareness.

Development of promotional CD-Rom

Achieved

Material for the web-page and CD-ROM has been written
and is ready for burning to CD and packaging.

Development of a Penrith HPC Node
web-page

Achieved

A web page has been developed and uploaded to the
UWS web server – http://www.uws.edu.au/crri
This will be regularly updated by the staff at the Centre for
Advanced Systems Engineering (CASE).

Developing Effective Forums for the
discussion of the application of HPC in
Industry and the associated
development
of
employment
outcomes.

Achieved

The Penrith Node Management Committee has
succeeded in stimulating regional interest, disseminating
information and ensuring the complementarity of regional
activity.

Investigation and Dissemination of
International Best Practice in the
application of HPC in industry

Achieved

Outlined as part of this report
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